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Abstract

Introduction. Despite the constant modernization of the athletes’ training system, as well as the existing legislative framework aimed at innovative transformations in the field of physical education and sports, currently, there is no information on the use of interactive tools in the theoretical training of athletes in cyclic sports, and it does not meet modern requirements for training athletes.

The study aimed to compare the effectiveness of training with the use of traditional and author’s interactive tools of theoretical training of beginner athletes in cyclic sports.

Material and methods. In this work, the following research methods were used: theoretical analysis and generalization of literary sources, pedagogical observation, pedagogical experiment, pedagogical testing, methods of mathematical statistics. The study included 36 people involved in kayaking and canoeing at the stage of initial training. The sports experience of the subjects was 1-2 years, qualification at the level of III sports categories. Classes on the developed programs were conducted in the preparatory period of the macrocycle.

Results. Training, in which only the theoretical training tools recommended by the curriculum were used, proved to be ineffective in most sections of knowledge at the stage of initial training of athletes. Training sessions with the use of interactive tools proved to be more effective than classes that used only the theoretical training tools recommended by the curriculum.

Conclusions. Classes with the use of interactive theoretical training tools contributed more to the increase of the general level of theoretical training of young rowers at the stage of initial training - up to 57.4% (p < 0.05) than classes using only theoretical training tools recommended by the curriculum. - up to 40.8% (p < 0.05).
Prospects for further research in this direction include the development and experimental testing of the author’s interactive tools for theoretical training, which will increase the level of theoretical training of athletes at different stages of training in cyclical sports.

**Key words:** theoretical training, cyclic sports, rowing, interactive means.

**Introduction.** Despite constant modernization of the athletes’ training system, as well as the existing legislative framework aimed at innovative transformations in the field of physical education and sports [6; 11], currently, there is no information on the use of interactive tools in the theoretical training of athletes in cyclic kinds of sports, and it does not meet modern requirements for training athletes [1; 2; 3; 4].

There are quite a lot of scientific researches devoted to such components of the athletes’ training as physical, technical, tactical, psychological and integral [10; 14], and theoretical information can be found in each of the conditional parts of the training [10]. Therefore, theoretical competence is an integral part of the athletes’ training.

In contrast, the discrete issues of theoretical training of athletes are observed only in particular papers [9; 13; 15; 16; 17].

The attempt of solving this problem by M. Pityn [8] consisted in justification of the main statements of the theoretical training general concept in sports. Still, the realization statements of this concept did not suppose the specification according to the groups of sports as well as active implementation of interactive media in athletes’ theoretical training determining the relevance of our study.

**Connection of the work with research topics and plans.** The paper is done within the topics: «Theoretical training basics in sports» for the years 2013–2017 (state registration number 0113U000659), «Theoretical and methodological basics of managing training process and competitive activity in Olympic, professional and adaptive sports» for the years 2016–2020 (state registration number 0116U003167) of the scientific and research work plan of Lviv State University of Physical Culture, and «Theoretical and methodological basics of programming and modeling of training athletes of different qualification» for the years 2016-2020 (state registration number 0116U005299) of the scientific and research work plan of Vinnysia Mykhailo Kotsiubynskyi State Pedagogical University.

Due to the mentioned above, the aim of the research was to compare the efficiency of training with the use of traditional and author’s interactive media of the beginner athletes’ theoretical training in cyclic kinds of sports.

**Material and methods.**

**Research body.** The study included 36 people involved in kayaking and canoeing at the stage of initial training.

**Research organization.** The athletes were divided into two experimental groups: EG1 and EG2 having 18 and 18 people respectively. The sports experience of the subjects was 1-2 years, the qualification at the level of III sports categories. The classes as part of the developed programs were given during the macrocycle preparatory period.

In both experimental groups (EG1 and EG2), the semantic content of the classes in theoretical training was the
same and corresponded to the previously stage of training [2; 4; 12].

The difference was that in the group \( \text{EG}_1 \) only the media and methods recommended by the curriculum were used [5]. While within the educational and training process of the \( \text{EG}_2 \) athletes also author’s interactive media of theoretical training were implemented, namely computer games on the part topics of the athletes’ theoretical training at the stage of preliminary initial training.

The pedagogical experiment using the developed interactive media lasted 30 weeks, one hour a week. The monitoring was done by conducting a test.

Using all author’s interactive media of theoretical training took place according to the procedure including successive steps: conducting a preliminary talk (narration) with the athletes on the topic of an educational and training class; introducing the point of the game to the athletes; placing each player at the separate PC; providing assistance to the athletes (if necessary) while completing the game; determining the winner by the complex of factors (speed in execution, number of mistakes made, etc.); analyzing and discussing the results of the game specifying the pros and cons of the participants’ actions.

**Methods of research:** theoretical analysis and generalization of literary sources and Internet information network; pedagogical observation to implement the analysis of the educational and training process in the athletes’ theoretical competence; pedagogical experiment aimed at verification of the efficiency of using author’s interactive media in theoretical training regarding the level of athletes’s theoretical competence; methods of mathematical statistics to determine the fairness of differences between the figures of the 1\textsuperscript{st} and 2\textsuperscript{nd} testing assessments of the athletes (Sign test was used). This criterion is nonparametric and was used because the gained data is not applicable to normal probability law [7].

The research was carried out in accordance with the main bioethical principles.

**Results of the research and discussion.** To determine the fairness of differences between the indicators of the rowers’ education levels before and after the pedagogical experiment (1\textsuperscript{st} and 2\textsuperscript{nd} testing assessments) the sign test was used. This criterion is nonparametric and was used because the gained data is not applicable to normal probability law [7].

At the stage of initial training, the educational and training classes as part of developed programs were given in two groups: \( \text{EG}_1 \) (n=18) and \( \text{EG}_2 \) (n=18). Thirty weeks after the beginning of the classes in the group \( \text{EG}_1 \) where only theoretical training media and methods required by the curriculum were used [5], within the unit «The history of kayaking and canoeing as sports» no statistically admissible changes were revealed.

In contrast, after thirty-weeks-long trainings using the author’s gaming media, in the group \( \text{EG}_2 \) we established statistically admissible difference between the levels of the rowers’ theoretical competence before and after the pedagogical experiment within the unit «The history of your kind of sports». Thus, before the start of the pedagogical experiment the average level of the
young athletes’ theoretical competence was 2.61±0.2 points, and after it increased to 3.67±0.33 points. In percentage ratio such difference equals 15.71% (p<0.05) (fig. 1).

On the unit «Humanitarian and socializing knowledge in athletes’ training» in the group EG1 no statistically admissible changes of the young rowers’ theoretical competence levels were revealed before and after the pedagogical experiment, though the tendency for their increase was observed.

In contrast, the training in the group EG2 contributed to statistically admissible increase of the athletes’ theoretical competence level. Thus, before the start of the training with the use of the author’s theoretical competence gaming media the average educational levels of the rowers on this unit were 1.33±0.13 points, and after – 2.28±0.2 points. The difference between the indicators equals 13.57 % (p<0.05).

As well as on the previous one, on the unit of theoretical training «The content of sports training» in the group EG1 no statistically admissible changes of the athletes’ educational levels were revealed. At the same time, in the group EG2 the rowers’ theoretical competence levels increased admissibly from 0.72±0.13 points before the start of the pedagogical experiment to 1.33±0.07 point after its completion. The difference between the indicators before and after the completion of the pedagogical experiment resulted in 30.5 % (p<0.05).

Similar dynamics of changes of the indicators of average theoretical
competence levels is observed on the unit «Medical and biological basics of sports training». In the group EG₁, 30 weeks after the start of the trainings no statistically admissible changes of the rowers’ educational levels occurred, though there is a visible tendency for their further increase. In contrast, in the group EG₂ over the same period of trainings the average indicator of the athletes’ knowledge levels on the topic of this training unit increased from 1.16±0.2 points to 2.56±0.13. In percentage ratio such difference between indicators equals 35.0 % (p<0.05).

The educational and training classes in the athletes’ theoretical competence on the unit «Material and technical support» caused statistically admissible changes of average indicators of the rowers’ education levels of the group EG₁ before and after the pedagogical experiment. Thus, before the start of the classes this level equaled 0.72±0.07 points, and after the experiment completion it increased by 10.9 % (p<0.05) and equaled 0.94±0.13.

At the same time, in the group EG₂ the educational and training classes in theoretical competence using the author’s gaming media resulted in considerably higher increase of the young rowers’ theoretical competence levels. Thus, before the start of the training this indicator equaled 0.67±0.07 points, and after the experiment completion it increased admissibly to 1.39±0.07 points. The difference between the indicators equals 36.0% (p<0.05).

On the unit «Safety rules» both in the group EG₁ and EG₂ 30 weeks after the start of the classes, statistically admissible increase of the athletes’ theoretical competence levels was revealed. For instance, in the group EG₁ the athletes’ educational levels before the start of the classes equaled on average 1.0±0.13 points, and after the pedagogical experiment completion they increased by 11.0 % (p<0.05) and equaled 1.44±0.2 points. In the group EG₂ the athletes’ educational levels before the start of the classes equaled on average 1.22±0.13, and after the pedagogical experiment completion they increased by 34.75 % (p<0.05) and equaled 2.61±0.13 points.

We should pay attention to the fact that both in the group EG₁ and EG₂ statistically admissible increase of the athletes’ overall theoretical competence levels were revealed in all the suggested knowledge units at the stage of initial training. For instance, in the group EG₁ before the start of the pedagogical experiment the average theoretical competence levels by the results of the tests equaled 7.56 ±0.4 points, and after its completion they increased admissibly to 9.78±0.6 points. Such increase in percentage ratio equals 9.25 % (p<0.05).

In contrast, in the group EG₂ the difference between the indicators before the start of the pedagogical experiment and after its completion is considerably higher. Thus, before the start of the experiment the average theoretical competence level equaled 7.72±0.4 points, and after – it increased admissibly to 13.78±0.73 points. In percentage ratio such increase equals 25.25 % (p< 0.05) (fig. 2).

Thus, as a result of the analysis of the data gained, it was established that under the influence of 30-weeks-long trainings in the group EG₁ using only the media required by the curriculum for the stage of initial training statistically admissible increase was revealed only in
At the same time, despite the lack of statistically admissible increase of the athletes’ educational levels in the group EG1 in most knowledge units before and after conducting of the pedagogical experiment, admissible increase of the athletes’ overall theoretical competence levels was revealed.

It can be explained by a minor increase of the athletes’ educational levels in each separately taken knowledge unit, which resulted in promotion of statistically admissible increase of the overall value of theoretical competence in all knowledge units of the young rowers.

In the group EG2 where the author’s gaming media were used during the classes with the athletes statistically admissible increase of the rowers’ theoretical competence was recorded in all knowledge units. We are of the opinion that this is due to the gaming media of the athletes’ theoretical training providing a lot higher level of emotional coloring of the class than the one using only the theoretical training media recommended by the curriculum [5] for such stage of training. At the same time, a great impact on the athletes’ motivation towards getting knowledge in the chosen sport is gained by a competitive component causing the rating of the players and being depicted after the finish of the online-game by the group of athletes.

Conclusions:

1. The trainings, during which only the theoretical training media recommended by the ongoing curriculum were used, appeared to be not very efficient in most knowledge units at the stage of initial training of athletes.

2. The trainings, during which also the gaming media were used except those recommended by the curriculum, promoted admissible increase of the theoretical competence levels in all suggested units for the stage of initial training.

3. The analysis of the research results allowed revealing the knowledge units in which the biggest number of the correct answers to the test was recorded. They are the following units: «Material and technical support», where the percentage ratio of the correct answers equals 69.5 %, «The content of sports training» – 66.5 %,
«Safety rules» – 65.3 %, «Medical and biological basics of sports training» – 64.0 %. We suppose that the higher use.

Prospects for future search in this direction imply the development and experimental verification of the author’s interactive media of theoretical training different stages of training in cyclic sports.
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